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A B S T R A C T
The nucleosome is the fundamental structural unit of eukaryotic chromatin and plays an essential role in the
epigenetic regulation of cellular processes, such as DNA replication, recombination, and transcription. Hence, it
is important to identify nucleosome positions in the genome. Our previous model based on DNA deformation
energy, in which a set of DNA physical descriptors was used, performed well in predicting nucleosome dyad
positions and occupancy. In this study, we established a machine-learning model for predicting nucleosome
occupancy in order to further verify the physical descriptors. Results showed that (1) our model outperformed
several other sequence compositional information-based models, indicating a stronger dependence of nucleo-
some positioning on DNA physical properties; (2) nucleosome-enriched and -depleted regions have distinct
features in terms of DNA physical descriptors like sequence-dependent flexibility and equilibrium structure
parameters; (3) gene transcription start sites and termination sites can be well characterized with the dis-
tribution patterns of the physical descriptors, indicating the regulatory role of DNA physical properties in gene
transcription. In addition, we developed a web server for the model, which is freely accessible at http://lin-
group.cn/server/iNuc-force/.
1. Introduction
The nucleosome is the basis of high-order structure of eukaryotic
chromatin and plays important roles in gene transcription. It consists of
a 147-bp core DNA tightly wrapped ~1.7 times around the histone
octamer [1, 2]. Nucleosome beads along the chromatin string are
condensed to form 30-nm chromatin structure, which can be further
converted into a high-order structure [3]. Nucleosome-directed reg-
ulation has been shown to be much more fundamental, ubiquitous and
fine-scaled in various processes by modulating the accessibility of
genomic sequences to proteins. Nucleosome depletion at the upstream
of transcription start sites, a typical regulatory phenomenon, could
assist the interaction between transcription factors and DNA regulatory
sequences [4].
Due to the increasing amount of experimentally determined nu-
cleosome positions [5–11] and the crucial effect of nucleosome posi-
tions on various cellular processes [7, 12–15], in the past 30 years, a lot
of models [16–32] for predicting nucleosome positions have been
presented. A major class of these models are based on nucleosome
positioning signals encoded in DNA sequence [7, 16–36], whereas a few
models considered non-sequence factors [35, 36] such as chromatin
remodelers and epigenetic marks. The former class (sequence-based
models) consists of two kinds of models: bioinformatics models [16–25]
and physical models [26–34]. Because these models were constructed
based on different principles and different benchmark datasets, they
exhibited different prediction capability [37]. The advantages and
limitations of the different class of models have been discussed [27] and
are not described here.
We initially presented a DNA deformation energy-based model for
predicting nucleosome occupancy [38], and then developed an im-
proved model by using a correct form of shearing energy term and re-
estimated parameters [30]. Using our computational model, we ob-
tained distribution patterns of nucleosome occupancy around both ends
of pseudogenes in the human genome [39], which are in agreement
with the experimental results. Analyses based on the model also in-
dicated that processed pseudogenes show a decreased ability to form
nucleosomes during evolution [40]. Possible applications of the model
in the prediction of nucleosome free energy and nucleosome sliding
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were discussed [41]. More importantly, the model was successfully
applied to the prediction of nucleosome dyad positions and occupancy
[30]. Particularly, bending energy performed well in the dyad position
prediction [30]. The successful application of the model could be as-
cribed to two reasons. Firstly, the established deformation energy
model well captured the determinant of nucleosome positioning. Sec-
ondly, the pre-estimated parameters for DNA in the model are reliable
in nucleosome prediction. Thus, in this study, we still addressed the
prediction of nucleosomal regions in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S. cere-
visiae) using the physical model in order to demonstrate the reliability
of the physical descriptors. Furthermore, we discussed the specific re-
lationship between the physical descriptors and nucleosome positioning
in detail. We also characterized transcription start sites (TSS) and ter-
mination sites (TTS) in terms of the DNA physical descriptors.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
The complete genome of S. cerevisiae (sacCer1 version) was re-
trieved from UCSC (http://genome.ucsc.edu/). The experimental data
of normalized-nucleosome occupancy in vivo across the genome
(sacCer1 version) of S. cerevisiae was taken from Kaplan et al. [7].
Nucleosome-enriched and -depleted regions were defined as described
in Liu et al. [30]. To be specific, according to in vivo nucleosome map
[7], if a maximal consecutive regions with the length of> 50 bp has the
nucleosome occupancy of> 0.75 or<−0.75 at every site, the region
was defined as nucleosome-enriched regions or nucleosome-depleted
regions. Based on this criterion, we obtained a benchmark dataset
consisting of 16,683 nucleosome-enriched regions and 11,055 nucleo-
some-depleted regions.
TSS and TTS in yeast were obtained from high-resolution tran-
scription map [42] according to the following procedure. Firstly, we
selected poly(A) RNA hybridization-based transcription segments, for
which not only there is a clear drop in the hybridization signal (z3, z52
in ref. [42]) at both boundaries, but also at least one of complete coding
regions of experimentally verified or uncharacterized genes is con-
tained in their genomic ranges; Secondly, the selected segments that
have any overlap with a gene located on the opposite strand were ex-
cluded to avoid possible impact of closely located nucleosome free re-
gions around UTR ends which are located on the opposite strand.
Thirdly, transcription segments represented by duplicated probes were
excluded to filter data with a higher mapping accuracy. According to
this way, we finally obtained 1868 segments with mapped 5′ UTR and
3′ UTR, and their start sites and termination sites were defined as TSS
and TTS, respectively, of complete transcripts. Genomic sequences
around TSS and TTS were retrieved by using their chromosomal co-
ordinates from the complete genome of S. cerevisiae (S288C strain).
Genomic coordinates (sacCer3-based) for the precisely identified
−1/+1 nucleosomes and nucleosome free regions (NFR) in S. cerevisiae
and corresponding version of the genome (sacCer3 version) were de-
rived, respectively, from the literature [43] and UCSC.
2.2. DNA physical descriptors
DNA physical properties are very useful for studying both the gene
structure and chromatin structure [19, 26, 44–46]. DNA physical de-
scriptors used in this study are described below.
According to the Cambridge Convention [47], each base pair in
DNA double helix is viewed as a rigid board, and its position relative to
its neighbor is specified by six degrees of freedom, such as roll, tilt,
twist, slide, shift and rise. Two major kinds of deformations, bending
and shear, in nucleosomal DNA were formulated in our previous model
[30]. DNA bending is derived largely from roll and tilt. DNA shear is
derived from slide and shift. Helical twist determines the phase of each
dinucleotide with respect to dyad axis of a nucleosome, and may also
play an important role in nucleosome positioning. Therefore, nine
physical descriptors, including five equilibrium values (roll, tilt, slide,
shift and twist) and four force constants corresponding to roll, tilt, slide
and shift, were used to characterize sample sequences. These para-
meters could be taken from our previous study [30] and listed in Table
S1.
One may notice that rise and force constants associated with rise
and twist were absent in Table S1. Thus, to construct a complete set of
physical descriptors, we re-estimated equilibrium structure parameters
and force constants by using a published method [33, 48] based on
experimentally determined structures of protein-DNA complexes and
free DNA molecules [49]. The resulting two sets of parameters (Table
S2, Table S3) were also used for sequence characterization and pre-
diction to make a comparison.
2.3. Quadratic discriminant classifier
We adopted a quadratic discriminant function based on
Mahalanobis distance to perform prediction [50]. Mahalanobis distance
is based on the correlations among variables and is scale-invariant [50,
51]. It is a useful measure of the difference between an unknown
sample set and a known one and has been widely used in classification
problems [52–54].
In two-class prediction, there are two training datasets (positive and
negative set). Each training dataset is supposed to be represented by N
vectors of n dimension, in which the j-th vector is denoted as
Xju=[xj1,xj2,…,xjn]T (j=1, 2, …, N; u=1,2). The superscript u in the
expression denotes the class of data, that is, u=1 corresponds to po-
sitive set and u=2 to negative. The mean vector averaged over the
dataset is denoted as = …X x x x[ , , , ]u n1 2 , where = ∑ =x x N/i j
N
ji1 , i=1, 2,
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In the same state space of training datasets, an individual in the test
set is represented by a vector of n dimensions: Y=[y1,y2,…,yn]T, and
the quadratic discriminant function that determines the class of the
individual is given by [54].
















where N1 and N2 respectively, represent the sample sizes of positive and
negative training sets,. = − −−δ Y X C Y X( ) ( ) ( )u T u u1 1 is the squared
Mahalanobis distance between Y and X u, and |Cu| is the determinant of
covariance matrix Cu. Let ξ0 be the optimal threshold of ξ for dis-
criminating two test datasets. Generally, the ξ0 is around zero for equal-
sized positive and negative training sets, and deviates from zero for
different-sized samples. In this study, the optimal threshold is de-
termined according to an empirical rule [52]. The test sequences were
assigned to positive class if ξ > ξ0, otherwise to negative class.
2.4. Predictive model
Nucleosome-enriched sequences and nucleosome-depleted se-
quences are respectively labeled as “positive” and “negative”. We car-
ried out two-class prediction by using the quadratic discriminant clas-
sifier. The prediction involves two steps. Firstly, each sequence in both
positive and negative datasets is represented by a feature vector com-
posed of physical descriptors (Table S1-S3). Secondly, the class of a test
sequence is determined by the quadratic discriminant function using
the feature vector as input. The 5-fold cross-validation was used to
examine the prediction performance. Four indices, namely Sensitivity
(Sn), Specificity (Sp), Total accuracy (TA) and Mathew's Correlation
coefficient (MCC), were extensively used to quantify the prediction
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performance and respectively defined as follows:
= +S TP TP FN/( )n (3)
= +S TN TN FP/( )p (4)
= + + + +TA TP TN TP FP TN FN( )/( ) (5)
= × − ×
+ + + +
MCC TP TN FP FN
TP FP TN FN TP FN TN FP
( ) ( )
( )( )( )( ) (6)
Here, TP, FN, TN and FP denote the numbers of True Positive, False
Negative, True Negative and False Positive, respectively.
To describe the performance of prediction models across the entire
range of ξ0 of quadratic discriminant, the receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) curves were also provided. The quality of the proposed
method can be objectively evaluated by measuring the area under the
receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC).
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Prediction of nucleosome occupancy
The 5-fold cross-validation was used to evaluate the performance of
quadratic discriminant classifier for discriminating nucleosome-en-
riched regions from nucleosome-depleted regions. We initially in-
vestigated the prediction performance of each of nine physical de-
scriptors listed in Table S1. Results in Table 1 showed that all the
physical descriptors except tilt and shift have the prediction ability
with> 80% accuracy. The roll descriptor could produce the maximum
accuracy among the nine descriptors. Subsequently, we investigated the
performance by using all the physical descriptor as inputs and achieved
an overall accuracy of 91.5% (Table 1). This accuracy is almost equal to
that of the roll-based prediction, indicating that roll can alone serve as a
best indicator of chromatin states (nucleosome-enriched or nucleo-
some-depleted). The high prediction accuracy of roll can be explained
by the large contribution of the roll parameter to DNA bending [55],
which plays an important role in nucleosome positioning. The force
constant related to shift also performs well in the prediction, which is
probably due to its contribution to DNA shearing energy, which has a
close relationship with the nucleosome occupancy [30].
To further illustrate the influence of descriptors on nucleosome
positioning, Fig. 1 was drawn to show the distributions of nine physical
descriptors between nucleosome-enriched regions and nucleosome-de-
pleted regions. From the figure, we noticed that nucleosome-enriched
regions prefer to use the dinucleotides with higher roll, higher slide,
lower twist, higher force constant with respect to roll, lower force
constants with respect to tilt, slide and shift. Analysis of variance
(ANOVA) also confirmed the significant differences (P-values< .001)
in the physical descriptors between nucleosome-enriched and -depleted
regions, except tilt and shift (P-values= .72 and 0.96). While we in-
itially speculate that the exceptions for tilt and shift were caused by the
assignment of zero for several dinucleotides [30]. To further examine
the conclusion, we made predictions by using tilt and shift values
(shown in Table S2) estimated by a commonly used method [33].
However, poor predictions (Table 2) were still produced, indicating
that tilt and shift values were real poor predictors.
3.2. Comparison with sequence-based models
It is necessary to compare the model based on the DNA physical
descriptors with other sequence-based models. Hence, we examined the
prediction performance of IDQD model [23], which was based on 4-mer
oligo-nucleotide frequencies in sequences. The results were also re-
corded in Table 1. Comparison showed that the prediction accuracy of
the physical descriptor-based model increased by 7% when comparing
with IDQD model, demonstrating that DNA physical properties used in
this study were a better choice of features in discriminating nucleo-
some-enriched regions from nucleosome-depleted regions. We also in-
vestigated the prediction performance of a model called iNuc-Phy-
sChem [19] on our data. Table 1 showed that the model could produce
the best prediction among all models listed in Table 1. However, we
noticed that the iNuc-PhysChem used 884 position-specific physico-
chemical features to train the model. The model proposed in this paper
used only twelve physical descriptors. Thus, it is not surprising that the
iNuc-PhysChem outperforms our proposed model because a high di-
mensional features contain more information for nucleosome posi-
tioning. However, high-dimension features maybe bring out more re-
dundant information, reduce the robust of the model. Our proposed
model could not only produce an overall accuracy of 91.5% which was
high enough for nucleosome prediction, but also provide a robust
prediction because fewer features were used. Thus, we suggested using
the model proposed in the paper to perform nucleosome discrimination.
We also made a comparison with other published models [7, 23, 24]
by calculating areas under ROC curves (AUC) using the same data. As
shown in Fig. 2, our model has the best performance with the AUC of
0.967. Note that in the predictions, we simply used 147-bp (or 130-bp)
sequence segments as the input, meaning that possible effects of
flanking genomic regions of the sequences and steric exclusion were not
considered.
3.3. Further discussion about physical descriptors
A complete set of physical parameters (Table S2) re-estimated from
the structures of protein-DNA complexes using a traditional method
[33] produced prediction results (Table 2) similar to those presented in
Table 1. In the estimation of the complete set of physical parameters,
dinucleotide steps were counted from both strands of DNA helix,
whereas the previous version of parameters (Table S1) were estimated
from one strand of DNA helix. Similar results further suggest the re-
liability of the estimated parameters. Overall, the two sets of force
constants and several equilibrium parameters like roll and twist still
remain the high prediction ability.
The physical properties of naked DNA might differ from that of the
same DNA molecules bound to proteins because of the physicochemical
interaction between the DNA and proteins. For instance, a highly
flexible free DNA fragment may show a reduced flexibility in the form
of protein-DNA complex if their binding energy (free energy) is low and
the formed protein-DNA complex is structurally stiff. To test this, we re-
estimated the physical descriptors from free DNA samples (Table S3)
and then used the set of re-estimated descriptors to classify nucleosome-
enriched/depleted sequences. The correlation between the two sets of
physical descriptors was analyzed and showed in Fig. 3. From the
Table 1
The performance of different models in discriminating nucleosome-enriched
regions from nucleosome-depleted regions.
Method Feature Sn(%) Sp(%) TA(%) MCC
IDQDa 4-mer 84.5 84.7 84.6 0.685
QDb All descriptors 91.7 91.2 91.5 0.825
f(shift) 91.4 89.8 90.8 0.809
f(slide) 89.3 86.5 88.2 0.755
f(roll) 85.6 79.4 83.1 0.649
f(tilt) 88.9 86.3 87.9 0.749
shift 61.7 42.0 53.8 0.037
slide 84.8 79.9 82.8 0.645
roll 92.0 90.2 91.3 0.820
tilt 66.2 44.4 57.5 0.107
twist 87.5 84.5 86.3 0.718
iNuc-PhysChemc 100 94.8 97.9 2
a Prediction by IDQD using 4-mer frequencies as features [23].
b Prediction in this study.
c Prediction by iNuc-PhysChem, which used 884 position-specific physico-
chemical features [19].
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Fig. 1. The difference in physical descriptors between nucleosome-enriched regions and nucleosome-depleted regions. The results of analysis of variance (ANOVA)
showed that there are the significant differences (P-values< .001) in the physical descriptors between nucleosome-enriched and -depleted regions, except tilt and
shift (P-values= .72 and 0.96).
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figure, we found that the descriptors from naked DNA sequences are
strongly correlated with those from protein-DNA complexes, except for
rise (green box marked). Moreover, the two sets of force constants have
a highly-correlated cluster, suggesting that dinucleotides in free DNA
often remain their flexibility level when they are bound to proteins. The
shift and tilt have little correlation with other descriptors, and slide and
roll are negatively correlated with various force constants. Although the
high correlation between the two sets of descriptors was observed, we
cannot neglect the difference in the prediction accuracy for some
parameters. For example, the prediction accuracies of roll, twist and f
(tilt) derived from free DNA structures decreased by 12%, 7% and 7%,
respectively (Table 2 and Table 3). This suggests that even a mild al-
teration of force constants particularly for dinucleotides that play a key
role in nucleosome positioning may largely affect the prediction accu-
racy.
3.4. Web server guide
For the convenience of users, we developed a web server for our
prediction model, which can be freely accessible at http://lin-group.cn/
server/iNuc-force/. Users can either type or paste their Fasta formatted
sequences in the input box (Fig. 4) and then click “Submit” button to
predict whether they are nucleosome-enriched sequences or
nucleosome-depleted sequences.
Some points regarding the web server are worth noting: (i) The
prediction of the server was based on the model trained on the
benchmark dataset (see “Materials”) which can be freely downloaded
from the “Download”menu of the web server; (ii) Given the poor ability
of two parameters (shift and tilt) in discriminating nucleosome-en-
riched regions from the nucleosome-depleted regions, only the re-
maining 10 descriptors derived from protein-DNA complexes (Table S2)
were used to define the feature vector of samples; (iii) The server carries
out prediction using a pre-defined 147-bp window with a sliding step of
1 bp along the submitted sequence, and therefore all sequences to be
predicted should not be shorter than 147 bp; (iv) The maximum number
of submitted sequences and the maximum length of each sequence al-
lowed in the prediction are 50 and 1000 bp, respectively. For more
details of the web server, see the web server page (http://lin-group.cn/
server/iNuc-force/).
3.5. Distribution of physical descriptors around TSS and TTS
It is important to have an intuitive sense about how the physical
descriptors are distributed around TSS and TTS where nucleosomes are
characteristically depleted. We show that TSS is characterized by a
narrow valley (about 15-bp region) in force constants associated with
twist, tilt, slide, rise and shift and two extremely stiff regions sur-
rounded the valley (Fig. 5A, B,). However, the force constant associated
with roll displays an opposite behavior that a peak at TSS is surrounded
by highly flexible regions (red curve in Fig. 5B). In terms of the dis-
tribution of equilibrium parameters, we found that TSS regions have
high values of shift, slide, rise, tilt and roll, surrounded by low values
(Fig. 5C, D). In contrast, a low valley of twist is observed at TSS, which
is surrounded by two peaks (Fig. 5D). For genomic regions around TTS,
the detected distribution patterns of all force constants and equilibrium
parameters are similar to those for TSS (Fig. 6).
It is worth noting that nucleosomes are selectively depleted at the
immediate upstream of TSS [6–8], which are characterized by high
force constants regarding twist, tilt, slide, rise and shift, and low force
constants regarding roll. In addition, the upstream region of TSS is also
characterized by the reduced roll, tilt, slide, rise and shift, and the
elevated twist (Fig. 5). These patterns are consistent with the results for
experimental data-based nucleosome-enriched and -depleted regions
(Fig. 1). These patterns also hold for an extensively identified nucleo-
some-depleted region at the 3′ end of genes (Fig. 6).
The distribution patterns of physical descriptors estimated from free
DNA samples around TSS and TTS were plotted respectively in Fig. S1
and Fig. S2. Similar patterns for free DNA-derived descriptors to those
for protein-DNA complexes-derived descriptors were observed
(Figs. 5,6).
A previous study demonstrated a clear correlation between mole-
cular dynamics-based physical properties of naked DNA and nucleo-
some positioning in yeast [56]. Overall, the local structure of DNA
around regulatory regions was unusually flexible and displayed a un-
ique pattern of nucleosome positioning. More specifically, the force
constants regarding twist and shift were found to be elevated at both
the upstream of TSS and downstream of TTS, whereas the others
showed a valley at the regions [56]. This observation differs a lot from
our results described above, highlighting the importance of correct
estimation of force constants for individual dinucleotides. To make a
direct comparison with our results, we obtained distribution patterns
(Fig. S3) of their force constants [57] around the TSS and TTS data used
in this study. Much larger variations in their force constants along the
sequences were observed. Some differences and even contradiction
exist between the results (Fig. S3) and those based on force constants
used in this study (Figs. 5, 6). In an earlier study [57], TSS regions in
human genome were reported to have high force constants regarding
rise, tilt and roll and low force constants regarding slide, shift and twist
[57], which also differ from our results.
Table 2
The performance of physical descriptors derived from structures of protein-DNA
complexes in discriminating nucleosome-enriched regions from nucleosome-
depleted regions.
Feature Sn(%) Sp(%) TA(%) MCC
All descriptors 91.6 90.6 91.2 0.817
f(shift) 90.7 88.4 89.8 0.788
f(slide) 89.2 86.5 88.1 0.754
f(rise) 86.1 82.0 84.5 0.678
f(tilt) 88.0 84.7 86.7 0.724
f(roll) 87.2 81.2 84.8 0.684
f(twist) 89.3 84.9 87.5 0.740
Shift 62.1 42.1 54.2 0.043
Slide 84.8 80.0 82.9 0.645
Rise 85.5 82.9 84.4 0.679
Tilt 66.2 44.5 57.5 0.107
Roll 92.0 90.2 91.3 0.819
Twist 87.6 84.6 86.4 0.718
Fig. 2. ROC curve-based comparison of performance between different models
in classifying nucleosome-enriched and -depleted regions. Kaplan et al. model,
IDQD model, and N-score model refer to those described in the literature [7, 23,
24]. As required by the N-score algorithm [24], only the central 130-bp regions
of sequences to be predicted (all of the nucleosome-enriched and -depleted
regions described in Materials) are used as input in the corresponding predic-
tions, while in the other predictions central 147-bp regions are used. Probability
values calculated in the Kaplan et al. model are used to indicate nucleosome-
forming capacity. For N-score and Kaplan et al. models, the data for ROC curves
are obtained by adjusting the threshold value of calculated scores, which are
used to discriminate nucleosome-enriched regions from nucleosome-depleted
regions. For IDQD and present models, ROC curves averaged over 5-fold cross
validation results are shown.
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Despite the inconsistency, our results support the following points.
Firstly, regulatory regions in genomes are characterized with unusual
levels of physical properties. Secondly, different regulatory regions may
have distinct patterns of physical properties although these properties,
in some cases, jointly contribute to a single physical factor like de-
formation energy. Thirdly, physical properties at particular regulatory
regions may differ among species. Fourthly, there is no consistent
pattern between different force constants for a particular type of reg-
ulatory regions. For example, high flexibility at the upstream of TSS is
required for some parameters like roll, whereas the rigidity is required
for other parameters. This indicates that it is too simple to use general
concepts like ‘general flexibility’ to describe the diverse physical
properties. The detailed and unique characteristics regarding different
physical properties at regulatory regions are important to understand
transcriptional regulation. It should be emphasized that all the phe-
nomena discussed above are a joint effect between physical property-
based regulation probably through modulating chromatin structure and
Fig. 3. Spearman correlations between the two sets
of physical parameters listed in Table S2 and Table
S3. The parameters derived from naked DNA se-
quences are strongly correlated with those from
protein-DNA complexes, except for rise (green box
marked). (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
Table 3
The performance of physical descriptors derived from free DNA structures in
discriminating nucleosome-enriched regions from nucleosome-depleted re-
gions.
Feature Sn(%) Sp(%) TA(%) MCC
All descriptors 92.5 90.2 91.6 0.825
f(shift) 89.2 86.5 88.1 0.754
f(slide) 90.1 88.4 89.4 0.781
f(rise) 90.5 88.8 89.9 0.790
f(tilt) 81.6 75.8 79.3 0.571
f(roll) 83.5 78.2 81.4 0.615
f(twist) 91.1 88.5 90.1 0.793
Shift 62.8 44.2 55.4 0.070
Slide 86.9 83.9 85.7 0.704
Rise 81.7 76.9 79.8 0.582
Tilt 66.7 43.6 57.5 0.104
Roll 81.5 75.7 79.2 0.569
Twist 81.1 75.3 78.8 0.561
Fig. 4. A screenshot to show the page of the iNuc-
force web-server. It is accessible at http://lin-group.
cn/server/iNuc-force/predictor.php. Only fasta for-
matted sequences are allowed to submit, and the
server predicts if the submitted sequence is a nu-
cleosome-enriched sequence or a nucleosome-de-
pleted sequences prediction using a pre-defined 147-
bp window.
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sequence specific readout mechanism in protein-DNA interaction.
The distribution pattern of the physical descriptors around TSS and
TTS depends strongly on the nucleosome distribution at the regions,
and different yeast genes may have NFRs and+ 1/−1 nucleosomes
located at different locations relative to the TSS. In order to see how the
physical descriptors distribute around the NFR surrounded by −1/+1
nucleosomes, we conducted an analysis on the precisely identified NFRs
and− 1/+1 nucleosomes [43]. As compared with the regions where
−1/+1 nucleosomes are positioned, the NFR is characterized with
larger force constants related to shift, slide, rise, tilt and twist, but with
small force constants related to roll (Fig. 7, A-B). This is in consistent
with the results shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 5. Regarding the equilibrium
parameters, the NFR preferentially uses dinucleotides with low values
of rise and roll, but with high values of twist (Fig. 7, C-D). This is also
consistent with our previous results. However, a high peak of slide is
detected in NFR, which is inconsistent with the previous results (Fig. 1
and Fig. 5) and needs further investigation. It is interesting that the shift
and tilt exhibit a decrease in 5′ to 3′ direction within the NFR (Fig. 7, C-
D).
Taken together, our statistical analysis implicates that the nucleo-
some depletion at TSS and TTS are regulated at least partially by DNA
physical properties. Because nucleosome positioning plays important
roles in various cellular processes [58] and is coupled to many other
epigenetic modifications such as histone modifications [36] and DNA
methylation/demethylation [59, 60], DNA physical properties such as
DNA stiffness analyzed in our study may provide a new insight into the
Fig. 5. Distribution of physical descriptors derived
from protein-DNA complexes over 1868 transcrip-
tional start sites (TSS) defined in this study (see
Materials for details). (A) force constants related to
three translational parameters (shift, slide and rise)
of DNA structure; (B) force constants related to three
rotational parameters (tilt, roll and twist); (C) three
translational parameters (shift, slide and rise); (D)
three rotational parameters (tilt, roll and twist).
Fig. 6. Distribution of physical descriptors derived from protein-DNA complexes over 1868 transcriptional termination sites (TTS). Sub legends for panels A-D are the
same as in Fig. 5.
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understanding of eukaryotic chromatins and identification of nucleo-
some positions.
4. Conclusions
In this study, we demonstrated that physical properties of DNA se-
quences are the strong indicator of the level of nucleosome occupancy
in budding yeast and outperform other features like oligo-nucleotide
frequency and periodicity of dinucleotide distribution. We found that
physical descriptors like roll and force constants of dinucleotides shift
could predict nucleosome occupancy successfully. In addition, we
found that TSS and TTS regions in budding yeast could be well char-
acterized by clear distribution patterns of physical properties. These
physical descriptors are also likely to be a mark encoded in genomic
sequences to mediate nucleosome positioning and regulate gene tran-
scription. Based on our prediction model, a web server was developed
and can be freely accessible at http://lin-group.cn/server/iNuc-force/.
This predictor will play at least a complementary role to the existing
approaches in predicting nucleosome-enriched and nucleosome-de-
pleted regions.
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